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PREFACE

This thesis addresses some questions about the hierarchy of human

needs developed by Abraham H. Maslow and provides some insight on the

dec is ion making behavior of Ai r Force Senior Noncomiss ioned Officers

(NCO). Hopefully, the results will be of value , both to those who are

interested in Maslow ’s theory of human needs and to those who are inter-

ested in NCO decision making behavior.

I would like to express my greatful appreciation to Dr. Adrian M.

Harre l l , my advisor , whose cons tant support and guidance were a source of

encouragement for this study. To Dr. G. C. Saul Young , my reader, for his

advi ce on Maslow ’s hierarchy of human needs, and to Dr. Charles W.

McNichol.s for his advice on interpreti ng the statistical results, I give

my deepest thanks. My appreciation also goes to Lieutenant Colonel Duane

Hopkins of the Air Force Senior Nonconinissioned Officer Academy for his

aid in col l ecting the data.
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ABSTRACT

The purpose of this study was to address some questions that Maslow ’s

hierarchy suggests and to provide some insight into the decision making

behavior of NCOs. To accomplish this , 234 NCOs completed a decision

maki ng exerc i se , based on policy capturing. The cues in the decision

maki ng exerc i se were a modifi ed set of Maslow ’s hierarchy of human needs.

The needs used in the exercise were: securi ty, affiliation , esteem ,

autonomy, and self growth. Maslow hypothesized that the hierarchy was

governed by a satisfaction—importance relationship. As a need is satis-

fied, it recedes in importance and the next higher need emerges . Regres-

sion analysis is used to determine the relative weights that a subject

places on each of the need levels and analysis of variance is used to

determine if any interactions of the cues are perceived . Some of the

resul ts of these analyses were: most subjects emphasized self growth and

autonomy in their evaluation of the desirability of a job; many subjects

had a moderate importance on a need that was nonadjacent to a need that

had a primary importance ; and most NCOs are consistent and linear in

their decision making behavior. The major Impl ications of the findings

were : Mas l ow ’s hi erarchy is not a hierarchy at all and NCOs want to use

their full potential in their jobs.
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POLICY CAPTURING APPLIED TO THE

MASLOW NEED HIERARCHY

I. INTRODUCTION

Abraham H. Mas l ow, in his theory of human moti vation (Maslow 1943,

1954, 1970), hypothesi zed that huma i needs are arranged in a hierarchy.

Maslow proposed that there are five need l evels In the hierarchy. The

need l evels , from l owest to highest, are identified as: physiological ,

safety/security, social/affiliation , esteem/status, and self actualiza-

tion .

Maslow also hypothesized that the process by which these needs

affect the behavior of normal human beings has a satisfaction—importance

relationship. Two things happen as a need that is important to a person

becomes satisfi ed. First, the need begins to lose importance to the

person and second , the next higher need in the hierarchy begins to gain

Importance. This shift of importance from one need to the next higher

need will affect the behavior of a person. This person will now concen-

• trate his efforts towards satisfying his newly found need. As his new

need becomes satisfied, the process repeats itself.

Maslow does not say that a need must be fully satisfi ed before the

next higher need level emerges. In fact, most people are partially

satisfied and partially unsatisfied in all the need l evels at the same

time. That is , most people p lace some importance on a ll of the need

levels at the same time. A more realistic view of the hierarchy is in

terms of increas ing and decreas ing percen tages. For examp le , a person

who Is on the social/affiliation need level would probably be expected

to place a moderate level of Importance on the adjoining levels , safety/

_______________________________ -
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secur ity and esteem/status; and a sma l ler l eve l of importance on the

nonadjoining need l evels, physiological and self actualization .

A person ’s work life is a source of satisfaction , or frustration ,

of his Maslowian needs. Based on Maslow ’s theory, it is expected that

an individual ’s evaluati on of the desi rability of a job would be affected

by the needs he considers important and the needs satisfied by the job.

The p~rson placing a l arge importance on the social/affiliation need,

for example, would consider a job requiring group work more desi rable

than a job that does not have this characteristic. It is also expected

that, if a person p laces a large importance on a particu lar need, then

nonadjoining needs that are satisfied by this job would have little

effect on his evaluation of the desi rability of the job. Another expec-

tation is in the case of a person that places at least moderate levels

of importance on two adjoining need levels. It is expected that the

effect of satisfying both needs in one job would be greater than the

effect of independently satisfying each need. Interactions of these

needs woul d be expec ted.

A decision making exercise that used Maslow ’s needs as dec is ion

cri teria for evaluating the desirability of a number of hypothetical

jobs was completed by 234 Air Force Noncommissioned Officers (NCOs).

Their decision making policy was represented by a linear model to examine

the relationships described above that are suggested by Maslow ’s hierarchy.

Some questions about the decision making behavior of the NCOs were also

examined .

The Research Questions
The questions that are suggested by Maslow ’s hi erarc hy are as follows :

1. Will any NCO place a nil weight on any need l evel ?

2
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2. What need levels are most emphasized by NCOs in eva l ua-

ting a job?

3. Do NCOs who place a large weight on a particular need

level also place at l east a moderate weight on a nonad-

jacent need level?

4. If moderate weights are placed on two adjacent need

level s, are there interactions between these adjacent

need levels ?

The questions that examine the decision making behavior of the NCOs are

as follows :

5. DId NCOs use interactions of the criteria in making

their decisions?

6. How consistent are NCOs in their decision making?

Assumptions

The assumpti ons for thi s study are as follows :

1. The variable used to measure a Maslowian need l evel is indeed

measuring that specific need l evel . Mi tchell and Moudg ill (1976) used

factor analys i s to identi fy Maslow ian need l evels. The var iabl e used to

measure the Maslowian need levels in this study significantly loaded on

the appropriate factors in the Mi tchell and Moudgill analysis. Their

effort supports this assumption .

2. The subjects of the decision making exercise would have made

the same dec is ions in rea l life. Brown (1972) showed that decis ions

made under contrived conditions, such as those used in this study, are

similar to those made under natural condi tions. The Brown study provides

support for this assumption.

3
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3. When less than five percent of the explainable variance was

accounted for by a variable representing a particular need l evel , a nil

relative weight was considered to have been placed on that need l evel

by the subject. This need l evel was considered to have littl e, if any ,

practical effect upon the subject’s decision making behavior.

4. When at least 20 percent of the explainable variance was

accounted for by a variable representing a particular need l evel , a

moderate relati ve weight was considered to have been placed on that need

l evel by the subject. This need l evel was considered to have a substan-

tial effect upon the subject’s decision making behavior.

5. When at least 40 percent of the explainable variance was

accounted for by a single variable representi ng a particular need l evel ,

a large relative weight was considered to have been placed on that need

l evel by the subject. This need l evel was considered to have a major

effect upon the subjects decision making behavior.

6. When at least 25 percent of the explainable variance was

accounted for by each of two adjacent need levels (at least 50%

together, an individual was considered to be operating “between ” these

adjacent need l evels. These need levels were each considered to have a

substantial effect upon the subject’s decision making behavior , and

taken together, they were considered to have a major effect upon the

subject’s decision making behavior.

Limitations

1. Demographics were gathered in an attempt to Identify groups of

subjects that put most of their emphasis on one of the need levels.

Many of the demographic responses were clustered in one or two values.

4
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The Automati c Interaction Detection (AID) algori thm (Sonquist and Morgan

1964) was used to identify groups but, s i nce the data were cl ustered, the

results were not successful . The results of AID will not be reported in

this study. A frequency table of the demographics is in Appendi x A.

2. The subjects used in this study were part of a select group ,

because each was attending the Senior Noncommissioned Officer Academy ,

Gunter Air Force Station , Alabama . They are cons idered to be among the

best NCOs in the Air Force. To state that the impl i cations of this study

apply to all NCOs could be misleading.

Subsequent Chapters

Chapter II, Background will discuss pol i cy capturing, information

processing and the theory of human needs as explained by Maslow. Chap-

ter III , Methodology , w ill discuss the i nstrument des ign, data accumula-

tion and the types of analyses performed on the data. Chapter IV ,

Results , will present the results of the analyses performed on the data.

Chapter V , Summary and Implications, will summari ze the findings and

present impl ications drawn from these findi ngs.

(
5
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I I .  BACKGROUND

This chapter discusses the development of policy capturing and

the theory of human motivation described by Maslow . Policy capturing is

based on the Brunsw i k Lens Model (Brunsw ik , 1943). The Lens Model has

been used to investigate the accuracy, consistency and uniformi ty of

human judgment .and to determine the way information is utilized in arriv-

ing at judgments. The Lens Model has also been used to evaluate the

learning ability of the human mind. Statistical analysis on the data

obtained wi th the Lens Model provides a means to determine how qui ckly a

person can learn to use Information in making his judgments and how a

person utilizes i nformation in making his judgments. It can also be used

to determine the accuracy, consistency, and uniformity of individual

judgments.

The theory of human moti vation by Maslow will also be discussed.

This discussion will center on the need hierarchy developed by Maslow

and how the different levels of this hierarchy relate to one another

(Maslow , 1943). The identi fication of an addi tional need level will also

be presented.

Policy Capturing

Pol icy capturing Is conceptual ly based on the Brunswik Lens Model

(Brunswi k, 1943). The original model Is shown in Figure 1. There is a

group of cues X1 where i = 1 to n, the state of ecology or cri terion

.value Ye and the response or dec i s ion of the subject , Y5. Two regres-

sion equations can be devised by using the cues as predictor variables

and Ye and Y5 as criterion var iab les . These equations can be used to

6
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calcu late a predicted state of ecology ‘
~
‘e’ and a predicted decision of

the subject, V5. Correlation techniques can then be used to eval uate

the performance of the subject and predictability of the model. The

environmental predictability is re the correlation between 
~e 

and

the achievement index is r~, the correlation between ~e 
and Y5; the

matching index is rm, the correlation between Ye and Y5; and the con-

sistency index is r5, the correlation between Y5 an d Ys.

One of the uses of the Lens Model is to evaluate the judgment of

clinical psychologists (Goldberg, 1968: Hoffman, 1960; Hammond , Hursch

and Todd, 1964). The model provided a means to i denti fy a degree of con-

sistency of the judgments of one psychologist, and the degree of unifor-

ity of the judgments from one psychologist to another. One study

(Goldberg , 1968) showed that uniformity was not as high as might be

desirable. There were vast differences in diagnoses from one psycholo-

gist to another.

Another use of the Lens Model is in learn ing deve lopment (Summers ,

1962; Hursch, Hammond & Hursch , 1964). These studies were concerned

with how a human bei ng can learn to use multiple cues to estimate the

state of ecology. The subjects In the experiment are shown the cues

(X 1), they respond (Y5), and are then shown the state of ecology (Y e).

The Lens Model allows the researcher to determine how quickly and to

what extent the subjec t has learned, that is, how well could the subjects

estima te

The Brunswik Lens Model can also be used to determi ne how a person

utilizes cues in arriving at j udgments . Some studies have probed the

8 
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degree that the human mind can use interac tions of cues (Ro rer, et al ,

1967; Hoffman, et al, 1968). InteractIons become signifi cant if the pat-

terms of cues are as important as the cues themselves. For example ,

the presence of cue X 1 might imply V
~1 when cues X 2, X 3 and X~ are

present, whereas the absence of X1 might imply V51 when cues X2,
X 3 an d X ,, are absent. For interaction effects to account for a sub-

stantial portion of the total explainable variance , such reversals would

have to be the rule rather than the exception (Hoffman , et al , 1968:347).

Another use of the Lens Model Is to determine if the human mind can

use nonlinear cues. Some studies (Dudycha and Naylor , 1966; Goldberg ,

1968; and Hammond, et al , 1964) have investigated the use of nonlineari ty

in model s but all of these concluded that a linear model is powerful

enough. The predicti ve power of the nonlinear model was not much more

than that of the linear model . Hammond , et al , (1964) identi fied three

conditions necessary for using a nonlinear model. Nonlinear relations

should be shown (a) to exist , (b) to be detectable and (c) to be worth

the trouble to detect them (Hammond , et al , 1964:446). Al though Haninond

and Suniners (1965) have shown that the human mind can process nonlinear

cues if the nonlinear functions are defined, the use of nonl inear model s

in cue—ut ilization work is not widespread.

Another use of the Brunswl k Lens Model is in policy capturing.

Pol icy capturing uses only half of the Lens Model , (see Figure 2).

There is no state of ecology (
~e

) The technique prov ides a means to

capture the pol icy of a judge or a decision maker. The relati ve weight

that a decision maker places on a cue can be determiend using regression

analys is (Hoffman, 1960). Nonl inear cues that are identified cao ..be
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modified and used in a linear regression analysis. (Christal , 1968).

Interactions of the cues that are important to the decision maker can be

determined by using analysis of variance (Hoffman, et al , 1968). Policy

capturing has been used in the areas of accounting (Ashton , 1974;

Boatsman and Robertson, 1974), managerial decision making (Harrell , 1975),

and promotion selection (Christal , 1968). Policy capturing is a wi dely

accepted technique with which to investi gate the areas of human judgment

and decision making.

A l imi tation of policy capturing involves the number of cues that

can practically be used in an experimental design . To fully capture the

policy of a subject, a full factorial design is frequently used.

The subject must respond to every possible combinati on of cues . If there

are six cues with two values for- each cue, the subject must respond to

26 or 64 cases. The number of cases becomes prohibiti ve if there are

too many cues or too many values for eac h cue. Some work has been done

in half factorial designs (Cochran and Cox, 1957) which does provide some

rel ief to this limitation , but some information on the policy of the sub-

ject is lost when a half factorial design is used.

The Maslow Need Hierarchy

Material for this section is taken from the following sources:

Maslow 1943, 1954, 1968, 1970; McGregor 1957; and Young 1976. Abraham H.

Maslow proposed (Maslow , 1943) that human needs are arranged in a

hierarchy . As one need becomes satisfied in an individual , the next

l evel of needs emerges. Maslow identified five levels of needs. These

needs , from lowest to highest, are as follows .

11
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Physiological needs. Physiological needs Inc lude the bas ic needs

of existence such as air , food, wa ter, rest, exercise, and shelter from

the elements of nature . By and large , these needs are taken to be sati s-

fied in the American society of today.

Safety/security needs. Safety/security needs incl ude the need for

protection against danger, threat, or depri vati on; absence of pain or

illness; existence of a predictable , organized envi ronment wi th an

undisrupti ve routine or rhythm; and avoidance of new , unfamiliar , strange

or unmanageable situa tions. Maslow states that safety/security needs

can most easily be seen In a child , since the healthy normal fortunate

adul t has largely satisfied these needs In this culture . One reason for

the most obvious appearance of these needs in a child is that children do

not inhibit their fears whereas adults do. Safety/security needs can ,

however, be perceived in adults in such phenomena as the common prefer-

ence of familiar rather than unfamiliar things , the preference of a job

with tenure, and the desire for a savings account and insurance.

Social/affiliation needs. The social/affiliation needs include the

presence of friends or a mate or of chi ldren; the des i re for affectionate

relations with people in general , namely, for a place in a group,

acceptance by associates, absence of lone li ness , ostracism or rejection,

and the giving and receiving of love and friendship. The functioning f

this level of needs can be seen when they are thwar ted, for this Is a

common cause of maladjustment and more severe psychopathology. The

functioning of these needs can also be seen when they are met, for a

tightly knit cohesive work group may be far more effective than an

equal number of spearate individuals in achieving organizational goals.

12



Esteem/status needs. Esteem needs relate to how one sees himself

-- the needs for self confidence, achi evement, competence, know ledge, and

adequacy; the need for a firmly based, high evaluation of oneself. Status

needs relate to how one is seen by others -— the need for prestige , recog-

niti on, appreciation , dominance, importance, attention, dignity and

glory ; the need for deserved respect from others. The functioning of

these needs can be seen in var ious things such as dress , coat and tie

versus work shirt, name pl ates , titles, amount of office space,

priviliges , and membership in clubs . Satisfaction of these needs leads

to feelings of self confidence, worth, strength , capability and adequacy

of being useful and necessary in the world. Thwarting of these needs

produces feelings of inferiori ty, weakness and helpl essness.

Self—actual i zation. The need for self actual ization includes the

need for realizing the potentialities of oneself, for continued self

development and for being creative in the broadest sense of the term.

This need l evel is the most diffi cult of the five levels to understand.

Since sel f actualization is the top of the hierarchy , the clear emergence

of this level rests upon the prior satisfaction of the physiological ,

safety/security, social/affiliati on, and esteem/status needs. Maslow

calls these people bas ically satisfied people and says that these people

are the exception rather than the rule. There Is not much known about

sel f actual ization . The concept of this need can somewhat be seen in

observing that a true musician must make music, an artist must paint or

a poet must wri te to be ultimately happy. Self—actualization is the need

for what a man c~n be, he must be.

13



The Process

The process by which each of these five levels in the need hierarchy

emerges is an important part of the theory. Normally, the satisfaction

of the lower or more basic need l evels is required before the emergence

of the next higher need level. For example , for a person to have a

strong social/affiliation need, he must first have satisfied his physio-

logical and safety/security needs. In the words of Maslow , “A person w ho

is lacking food, safety, love , and esteem would most probably hunger for

food more strongly than anything else.” (Mas Iow , 1943:373).

Once a need level has become satisfied, it is no longer important.

As a need l evel , say social/affiliation , is approached from the inviedi-

ately l ower need level (safety/security), the safety/security need is

becoming largely satisfied, and the social/affiliation need will increase

in strength while the safety/security need will decrease in strength .

This process continues up the hierarchy un ti l self-actualization is

reached.

At the self—actualization level there is a reversal in the satis-

faction importance relationship. The satisfaction of the self actualiza-

tion need will produce a stronger need for self actualization. “When

we examine people who are predominately growth moti vated.. .grati~ication

breeds increased rather than decreased motivation .” (Maslow , l9bJ:3O).

The preceding discussions on the prepotentcy of the needs mi ght

give the impression that a need must be fully satisfied before the next

need emerges. This Is not true. In fact, most people are partially

satisfied in all their needs and parti ally unsatisfied in all their

needs at the same time. A more realisti c view of the hierarchy Is in
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terms of increasing and decreasing percentages. For example , if safety/

security needs are 10 percent satisfied , then social/affiliation needs

may not be visible at all. As safety/security needs become 75 percent

satisfi ed, then social/affiliation needs may emerge 25 percent and so on.

Autonomy

In his desire to learn more about self-actualizing people , Maslow

performed a study wnere he sought only to teach and to convince himself

rather than to prove or to demonstrate to others. In this study he

addressed autonomy as a characteristic of a self-actualizing person .

Maslow presented two meanings for autonomy . The first meaning was that

it is the “quality detachment” and “a need for pri vacy .” Almost all

sel f—actualizing people “positi vely like solitude and pri vacy to a

definitely greater degree than the average person” (Maslow 1970:160).

Maslow further says that self-actualizing people remain unruffled and

undisturbed by that which produces turmoil in others. They find it easy

to be aloof, reserved, and also calm and serene. They seem to be able to

retain their dignity even in undi gnified surroundings and situations.

“Perhaps this comes in part from their tendency to stick by their own

interpretations of a situation rather than rely upon what others feel or

think about the matter” (Mas low , 1970:160).

Maslow presents another meaning of autonomy. Autonomy is self deci-

sion; self government; being an acti ve, responsible , decidi ng agency

rather than a pawn ; or being strong rather than weak. Self-actualizing

people make up their own minds , come to their own decisions , are self-

starters, are respons ib le for themselves and for thei r own des tinies.

Too many people have thei r minds made up for them by salesmen ,
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advertisers , parents, teachers , television , news papers and so on. They

are pa~#ns being moved by others rather than self moving self determining

individuals. They are apt to feel helpless, weak and totally determined,

rather than self determining, responsible people (Maslow , 1970:161).

Masl ow further describes autonomy as the relati ve independence of

the physical and social envi ronment that self actualizing people have.

Since they are propelled by growth motivation rather than deficiency

moti vation , self actualizing people are not dependent for thei r main

sati sfactions on the real worl d or other peopl e; or in genera l , on

extrinsic satisfaction. Rather they are dependent on their own poten-

tialities and laten t resources. Deficiency moti vated people must have

other people available since -most of their need grati fication can only

come from other human beings . Growth-motivated people may actually be

hampered by others . The determinants of satisfacti on for them are

inner—independent and not social . The honors , the status , the populari ty,

the prestige and the love they can acquire and bestow have become less

importar~t to them than self-development and inner-growth .

“It’s the strong, healthy , autonomous person who is most capable of

wi thstanding loss of love and populari ty, but this strength and health

have been ordinarily produced in our society by early chronic grati fica-

tion of safety, love , belongingness , and es teem needs ” (Maslow 1970:58).

Maslow has identi fied autonomy as a characteristi c of self actual —

Izing people and that this characteristi c was developed by the satisfac-

tion of safety, affiliati on and esteem needs. Since this characteristic,

autonomy, Is developed from the satisfaction of prepotent needs , prior to

a person becoming self actualized, It is conceivable that autonomy Is an

additional need level between esteem and self actualization. Autonomy
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could be a need to be satisfied, that is, people dri ve to become autono-

mous before they can become sel f-actualizing . Of the self actualizing

subjects that Maslow investigated , 100 percent of them were autonomous

(Maslow 1970:163).

Porter (lg6la , l961b, 1962, and 1963) was the first author to break

autonomy into a separate need level. Porter developed a questionnaire

that would determine a need deficiency and a need importance in a person.

He felt that the items that he used to elicit the defi ciency and impor-

tance of autonomy would fall in the esteem category of needs in Maslow ’s

system. Porter argues that “ . . .these items have been put into a separate

category since it seemed that they are logically distinct from other

items that are more commonly associated with the term ‘esteem ’. There-

fore, the autonomy items have been inserted in the hierarchial order of

needs between the esteem category and the self actualization category, to

which they have some relation . .“ (Porter l96lb:3) Other authors (Payne ,

1970; Waters and Roach , 1973; Mi tchell and Moudgill , 1976) have also used the

additi onal need level , autonomy, in their studies. Since autonomy has

prev iously been used as a separate need leve l , and Maslow does not argue

against its existence, then the wri ter felt that autonomy could be used

as a need level In this study . It is inserted in the same place in the

hierarchy as indicated by Porter (lg6lb, 1962, 1963), between esteem and

• self—actualization .

Sunnar~
This chapter has presented the development , capabilities , an d uses

of the Brunsw ik Lens Model. The emergence of Pol i cy Capturing from the

Lens Model was presented and the capabiliti es and some limi tations of

policy capturing were discussed .
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A synopsis of the hierarchy of needs by Maslow and the process that

governs the i nterrelationships of these needs was presented. The i denti-

fication of an additi onal need level in the hierarchy was discussed .

(
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III. METhODOLOGY

This chapter presents a description of the Instrumen t design and the

method of data accumulation . This is fol lowed by a discussion on the

analysis techniques that were used and the interpretation of the output

of these analyses. Al so presented is an approach to tie the results of

the analyses to Maslow ’s theory.

Instrument Design and Data Co l lec tion

The instrument used to gather data is based on policy capturing and

involves a decision making exercise. See Appendi x B for a replication

of the exerc ise. There were five cues , or dec is ion criter ia that were

used for each decision . The five decision criteria were the five modi-

fied Maslow needs that were used by Porter (l96la , l96lb, 1962, and 1963).

These needs were security, affiliation , esteem, autonomy, and self-growth.

Porter used 13 i tems to elicit the needs of a respondent. Due to

the limitations of policy capturing , only one item for each need level

was used . Mi tchell and Moudgill (1976) factor analyzed 24 management

position characteristics, Including the 13 origina l Porter Items to

determine if the five modifi ed Maslow need levels could be identi fied.

The study was successful in identifying the Maslow need levels. The

decision criteria used for the decision making exercise were chosen from

the characteristics that loaded on the expected Maslow need levels.

The decision making exercise consisted of evaluati ng the desi rability

of 32 hypothetical jobs. For each hypothetical job, each of the five need

levels was described as either being satisfeid or not satisfied . Since

there were only two values for each of the criteria and five criteri a,
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32 jobs provided a full factorial design (2~ = 32). Each subject was

asked to judge the desirability of each hypothetical job. Desi rability

was measured on a seven point scale. The subjects were asked to consider

only the factors presented in the exercise when they made their decisions.

Any other factors affecting the desirability of a job were assumed to be

the same for each job. The order of the criteria in the jobs and the

order of jobs in the exercise were randomi zed.

The purpose for choosing desirability of a job as a decision vari-

able was straightforward. It was felt that all subjects had made a

similar decision in the process of choosing some previous assignment.

Different criteria may have been used in these previous decisions , but

each individual had some experience at making this kind of decision.

The data was accumulated at the Senior Noncommissioned Officer

Academy, Gunter Air Force Station, Alabama. This Academy is part of the

Professional Military Education (PME) for Air Force Noncommissioned

Officers . The sc hool gave Its full coopera tion to run the study.

Arrangements had been made for the writer to meet wi th all of the

students at the school in an auditorium for 45 minutes . The group did

not know anything about the exercise unti l briefed by the wri ter, at

which time they were asked to participate in a decision mkaing exercise.

The group was told by the wri ter that the data from the exercise would

be reported in a thes i s for a Master of Sc ience degree and that analyses

of thier decision making would be a part of the thesis. The group was

further told that their participation in the exercise was volunta ry and

that they would receive feedback about their deicison making from the

writer if they des i red . Names on the exerc ise were not required, unless
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feedback was requested . An opportunity to leave the room was provided

before the exercise was distributed . The group was asked to complete the

exercise in their seats and deposit the completed exercises in boxes at

the exists as they left the room. Everyone finished in the alloted time.

There was no mention of Maslow ’s theory or a need hierarchy by this

researcher in the briefing to the subjects. The normal course of

training at the school had , however , covered Maslow ’s theory about two

weeks before the NCOs participated in the exercise.

Of the 239 subjects selected, 234 (98%) completed and returned the

decision making exercise. Due to printing errors and skipped decisions ,

38 returned exercises had at l east one decision missing. Sixty-eight of

the subjects requested feedback about how they performed in comparison

wi th their contemporaries.

Data Analysis

The analysis techniques that were used on the data were regression

analysis and analysis of vari ance (ANOVA). A FORTRAN program and the

Statistica l Pac kage for the Soc ia l Sc iences (SPSS ) (Nie, etal , 1970) were

used on a CX 6600 CYBRE 70 series computer for all the analysis.

The FORTRAN program performed regress ion analys is on eac h indi vidua l

subject’s decisions. See Appendix C for a listing of the program. This

regression provided the capability to calculate the relati ve weight that

each Individual NCO placed on each decision criterion (Hoffman , 1960).

The sum of the relative weights for an indi vidual is equal to one. The

relative weight of a decision cri terion can be Interpreted as the amount

of importance that the particular subject places on that criterion.
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In addition to the relative we.ights on each factor, individual

regression analysis provides the degree of consistency wi th which the

respondent has made decisions . The R2 for the regression identifies

the amount of predictable variance In the decisions . This R2 can be

thought of as the consisteicy of the decisions of an NCO.

The other analysis technique , ANOVA , was used to determine if there

are interac tions of the factors (Hoffman, et al , 1968). An ANOVA of the

data can determine how the respondents used the information to make their

decision . ANOVA will determine if the respondents perceived the factors

as independent or not. This provides some ins ight to the decision making

process of an NCO.

The ANOVA app roach al lowed the researcher to compare any i nteractions

with what Maslow ’s theory would predict. Interactions of adjoining -levels

of the need hierarchy are explainable by Mas low ’s theory but interactions

of nonadjoining l evels, for example self growth and security, are not

explainable.

Due to the orthogonal design of the decision making exercise, an

analys i s of var iance can only be done on cases where all dec i s ions were

made. Because of this , the analys i s of var iances was performed on only

196 cases , instead of the 234 that were returned.
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IV . RESULTS

This chapter answers the ques tions that were presented i n Chapter I.

The first section addresses questions that are suggested by Maslow ’s

hierarchy . The second section addresses the questions on the decision

making behavior of NCOs.

Ques tions on Mas l ow ’s Hierarc hy

The first question to be addressed is: (1) Will any NCO place a

nil weight on any need l evel? Table I presents the number of subjects

that had at least one need level with a relati ve weight less than .03,

.04, and .05, by need level . In examining the less than 03 column on

Table I, it can be seen that self growth and autonomy had the least

number of relative wei ghts bel ow .03 wi th 13 each. The esteem and

security need l evels each had 32 relati ve weights below .03 and the

affiliation need l evel had the highest number of relative weights below

.03 wi th 58. Reading across the row of Table I , it can be seen that the

pattern of self growth and autonomy having the smallest number of low

relati ve weights , then es teem and securi ty next , than affiliation wi th

the most number of low relative weights, continues for each specific

relative weight of .03, .04, and .05.

The totals of Table I present the number of times at least one

relati ve weight was less than the specified relati ve weight. This—I s

not the sum of the columns of Table I since one subject could have

weighted more than one need level less than the specific weight. The

totals do show that 109 subjects or 47 percent of the population weighted
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TABLE I

Low Rela tive We ights (RW ) 
________________

Occurrences Occurrences Occurrences
Need Leve l RW < .03 RW < .04 RW < .05

Self Growth (SG) 13 ( 5%) 17 ( 7%) 22 ( 9%)

Autonomy (AU) 13 ( 5%) 17 ( 7%) 20 ( 8%)

Esteem (ES ) 32 (14%) 45 (19% ) 56 (24% )

Affiliation (AF) 58 (25%) 78 (33%) 83 (35%)

Security (SC) 32 (14%) 39 (17%) 51 (22%)

TOTAL* 109 (47%) 140 (60%) 153 (65%)

*Totals are not the sums of the col umns because some subjects weighted
more than one need l evel less than the specifi ed weight.

at least one need l evel less than .03 and that 153 subjects, or 65 percent

of the population , weighted at least one need level less than .05.

It has been previously assumed that a relati ve wei ght less than .05

is nil and has little, if any, effect on one ’s decision making behavior.

Since 65 percent of the populati on weighted a need level nil , it seems

that the behavior of most NCO5 is not affected by all need levels. The

answe r to question (1) is yes , 65 percent of the population weighted at

least one need level nil.

The second question to be addressed is: Wha t need levels are most

emphasized by NCOs in evaluating a job? Table II presents the mean rela-

tive weight and l argest relati ve weight for each need level along with

the number of times each need level had a relati ve weight greater than .4

and .5. Table II shows that this group of NCOs placed the most importance

on self growth and autonomy. Self growth had a relati ve weight greater

than .5 In 46 cases and greater than .4 in 66 cases. Autonomy had a
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TABLE II

High Relati ve Weights (~4)

Mean High Occurrences Occurrences
Need Level RW > .5 RW > .4

Self Growth (SG) .291 1.0 46 (20%) 66 (28%)

Autonomy (AU) .266 .899 36 (15%) 59 (25%)

Esteem (ES) .161 .722 9 ( 4%) 16 ( 7%)

Affiliation (AF) .117 .720 5 ( 2%) 10 C 4%)

Security (SC) .165 .692 8 ( 3%) 14 ( 6%)

TOTALS 102* (44%) 157* (57% )

*some subjects weighted two levels >.4 or >.5. 
-

relative weight greater than .5 in 36 cases and greater than .4 in 59

cases. Over 50 percent of the NCOs weighted either self growth or

autonomy greater than .4.

Tables III through VII present rank orderings of the need levels.

The need l evels are identi fied in Table I. The numbers in these tables

are the number of times the need level was ranked in a particular posi-

tion , conditional upon the ordering of the need l evels above it. For

example , in Table III the upper left hand block has self growth (SG)

ranked first 99 times, autonomy (AU) ranked second 41 times when self

growth was ranked first, and esteem (ES) is ranked third 14 tImes when

self growth is first and autonomy is second. These tables show that self

growth was ranked first by 99 NCOs or 42 percent, and autonomy was ranked

first by 72 NCOs or 31 percent of the group . Esteem had the next highest
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TABLE III

Occurrences of Conditional Rankings (SG ranked 1)
N = 234

Ranki n Need Occur- Need Occur- Need Occur-g Level rences Leve l rences Level rences

1 SG 99 SG 99 SC 99

2 AU 41 AU 41 AU 41

3 ES 14. AF 17 SC 21

1 SG 99 sc 99 SC 99

2 ES 22 ES 22 ES 22

3 AU 9 AF 10 SC 9

1 SC 99 SC 99 SC 99

2 AF 21 AF 21 AF 21

3 AU 10 ES 4 SC 1

i SC 99 SG 99 SG 99

2 SC 31 SC 31 SC 31

3 AU 18 ES 14 AF 9

SC = sel f growth, AU = autonomy, ES = esteem, AF = affiliation ,
SC = security .
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TABLE IV

Occurrences of Conditional Rankings (AU ranked 1)
Need Occur- Need Occur- Need Occur-

Ranking Level rences Level rences Level rences

1 AU 72 AU 72 AU 72

2 SG 31 SC 31 SG 31

3 ES 16 AF 7 SC 14

1 AU 72 AU 72 AU 72

2 ES 20 ES 20 ES 20

3 SC 9 AF 7 SC 8

1 AU 72 AU 72 AU 72

2 AF 14 AF 14 AF 14

3 SC 10 ES 4 SC 4

1 AU 72 AU 72 AU 72

2 SC 24 SC 24 SC 24

3 SC 11 ES 11 AF 6

SC = self growth, AU = autonomy, ES esteem , AF = affiliation ,
SC = security
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TABLE V

Occurrences of Condi tional Rankings (ES ranked 1)

Need Occur- Need Occur- Need Occur-
Ranking Level rences Level rences Level rences

1 ES 37 ES 37 ES 37

2 SC 15 SC 15 SG 15

3 AU 8 AF 4 SC 8

1 ES 37 ES 37 ES 37

2 AU 15 AU 15 AU 15

3 SC 5 AF 6 SC 5

1 ES 37 ES 37 ES 37

2 AF 10 AF 10 AF 10

3 SC 5 AU 4_ — -  

SC 3

1 ES 37 ES 37 ES 37

2 SC 12 SC l~ SC 12

3 SG 9 AU 5 AF 2

SC = self growth, AU = autonomy, ES = esteem, AF = affiliation,
SC = secur ity
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TABLE VI

Occurrences of Condi tional Rankings (AF ranked 1)

Need Occur— Need Occur- Need Occur-
Ranking Level rences Level rences Level rences

1 AF 18 AF 18 AF 18

2 SC 7 SC 7 SC 7

3 AU 5 ES 4 SC 3

1 AF 18 AF 18 AF 18

2 AU 6 AU 6 AU 6

3 SC 4 ES 1 SC 4

I AF 18 AF 18 AF 18

2 ES 8 - ES 8 ES 8

3 SC 5 AU 3 SC 2

1 AF 18 AF 18 AF 18

2 SC 3 SC 3 SC 3

3 SC 2 AU 3 ES 1

SC = sel f growth , AU = autonomy, ES = esteem, AF = affiliation,
SC = secur ity
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TABLE VII

Occurrences of Condi tional Rankings (SC ranked 1)

Need Occur- Need Occur- Need Occur-
Ranki ng Level rences Level rences Leve l rences

1 SC 30 SC 30 SC 30

2 SC 10 SC 10 SC 10

3 AU 4 ES 6 AF 2

1 SC 30 SC 30 SC 30

2 AU 10 AU 10 AU 10

3 SC 5 ES 4 AF 1

1 SC 30 SC 30 SC 30

2 ES 11 ES 11 ES 11

3 SG 4 AU 6 AF 3

1 SC 30 SC 30 SC 30

2 AF 4 AF 4 AF 4

3 SC 0 AU 2 ES 2

SG = self growth, AU = autonomy, ES = es teem, AF = affiliation ,
SC = secur ity
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number of firs t rankings with 37 or 16 percent, then securi ty wi th 30 or

13 percent, and final ly affiliation with 18 or eight percent of the

group. These percentages do not add to 100 percent because a “greater

than or equal to” cri teri a was used for the rankings and the equal weights

are doubled counted .

Tables II through VII defini tely show that self growth and autonomy

are the most important need levels to most NCOs when selecting a job.

Self growth or autonomy was ranked first in 168 cases or in 72 percent of

the group . Each of these two need levels were weighted greater than .4

or .5 by more NCOs than the other three need l evels combined . Self

growth and autonomy are definitely percei ved as the most important to

thi s group of NCOs as a whole.

The esteem and security need levels are perce i ved as the second most

important needs. Tables III through VII show that 67 or 28 percent of

the NCOs in the group ranked esteem or security first. Table II shows

that these need levels were weighted greater than .4 and .5 more times

than affiliation. The perceived importance of esteem and security was

about equal for the group and slightly less important than self growth or

autonomy.

Affiliation is the need level that is perceived to be the l east

important to NCOs in a job. This need level was ranked first fewer times

than any other need level and was we ighted greater than .4 and .5 fewer

times than any other need level. A possible explanation for affiliation

having very little importance in a job is that satisfaction of this need

is found away from the job. Affiliation needs were ranked very low by

lower level managers In a recent survey in a civilian corporation (Weger ,
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1971). The Weger s tudy also found these same managers were very active

in social activities that were not related to work, such as Boy Scouts

hunting and fishing, clubs , and other comunity activities . The affilia-

tion needs of these lower level managers were being satisfied in places

other than on their jobs. Since NCO5 are comparable to l ower level

civilian managers, possibly an NCO ’s affiliation needs are met away from

his job, as seems to be the case with his civilian counterpart. If this

is true, then it could be an explanati on for why affiliati on is perceived

to be unimportant In a job.

The next question to be addressed is: (3) Do NCO5 who place a large

relative weight on a particular need level also place a moderate relati ve

weight on a nonadjacent need level? Table VIII presents the number of

NCOs that weighted one need l evel greater than .4 and a nonadjacent need

level greater than .2. The table is read like a matrix. For example,

self growth (SC) was weighted greater than .4 and affiliation (AF) was

weighted greater than .2 by six NCOs .

The total number of times that a nonadjacent need had a moderate rela-

tive weight was 67. Six of these instances invol ved double counting

because some NCOs weighted two nonadjacent needs greater than .2. For

example , one NCO weighted esteem greater than .4 and weighted both self

growth and security greater than .2. Eliminating the double counts bri ng

the number of NCOs, who weighted nonadjacent needs moderately, down to 61

or 26 percent of the population. Table II shows that only 157 NCOs

weighted at least one of the need levels greater than .4. Of the NCOs

who did weight a need greater than .4, 39 percent weighted a nonadjacent

need greater than .2.
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TABLE VI II

Occurrences of Moderate Relati ve Weights on a Nonadjacent Need Leve l
N = 157

SG>.4 AU>.4 ES>.4 AF> .4 SC>.4 Totals

SG> .2 — - 4 1 2 7

AU > .2 - — — 4 5 9

ES > .2 9 — — — 4 13

AF > .2 6 7 — - - 13

SC> .2 10 11 4 - - 25

TOTALS 25 18 8 5 11 61*
*Six subjects weighted more than one nonadjacent level greater than .2.

Maslow ’s theory does not predict that nonadjacent needs will be

weighted in the manner described above. The theory indicates that if an

individual is at a parti cular level in the hiera rchy, them the nonadjacent

need l evels will be relatively unimportant. This study assumes that a

large relative weight will place an individual on that particular need

l evel and that a moderate relati ve weight has a substantial effect on the

decision making behavior of that indi vi dual . Thirty-nine percent of the

NCOs who were at a parti cular need level placed a moderate relative weight

on a nonadjacent need l evel . This evidence is not consistent with Maslow ’s

hierarchy . Need levels that are nonadjacent to the need level that a per-

son is operating at were predicted to have littl e, If any, effect on the

decision making behavior of this person .

The fourth question to be addressed is: (4) If moderate weights are

placed on two adjacent need levels, are there any interactions between
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these adjacent needs? To answer this question , four analyses of var iance

were run , one on each of the following subgroups : Self growth greater

than .25 and autonomy greater than .25 (SG-AU); autonomy greater than .25

and esteem greater than .25 (AU—ES); esteem greater than .25 and affilia-

tion greater than .25 (ES—AF); and affiliation greater than .25 and

security greater than .25 (AF—SC). The affiliation and securi ty subgroup

(AF—SC) had only one case where both need l evels were greater than .25 ,

therefore, a four way analysis of variance was run instead of a five way

analysis of variance. All cases included in a subgroup had the need

levels i denti fying a subgroup weighted at l east as high as any other need

level . For example all cases incl uded in the (AU—ES) subgroup had both

autonomy and esteem weighted greater than self growth, affiliation , and

security.

Table IX presents the results of the analysis. As can be seen , there

was only one s ignifi cant interaction found at the .001 level and four at

the .05 level. None of these statisti cally sign i ficant interactions

account for very much of the explainable variance. The self growth -

autonomy group had three significant interactions at the .05 level . In

total , these terms only accounted for 1.6 percent of the explainable

variance . This indi cates that adjacent need levels have no substantial

interactions. If a person is not on a particular need level , but he is

“between ” two l evels, then we would expect that satisfaction of both of

these need levels together would be more important than the satisfaction

of both of the need levels independently. The results did not show this

to be true.
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TABLE IX

Analys is of Var iance for Interlevel Interac tions
% of Explainable

Vari ance Accounted
Number of Signifi cant for by signifi cant

~1umber of Interac tions Interac tions
Group Subjects - p ~ .05 p < .001 p < .05 p < .001

SC—AU 29 3 1 1.6% .8%

AU—ES 9 1 0 .9% 0%

ES—AF 2 0 0 0% 0%

AF-SC 1 0 0 0% 0%

NCO Decision Making Behavior

The second area that this study addresses incl udes the decision

making behavior of an NCO. The first question in this area is (5): Did

the NCO5 use interactions of the data provi ded to them in making their

decisions? An analysis of variance on all of the usable data revealed

that there were statistica lly signi fi cant interactions between the need

levels but that the contribution of the interactions to the predi ctabil-

ity of a decision was negligible. Statistical signifi cance of an inter-

action is dependent upon the number of degrees of freedom which is

directly proportional to the number of cases in the analysis. The main

effects were all statistically signifi cant and explained 49 percent of

the total variance. All of the interactions accounted for only 1.5

percent of the total variance. This indicates that the NCOs who particI-

pated in the exercise did not use substantial interactions of the data

in reaching their decisions.
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The data was then broken down into five subgroups , where each group

was made up of individuals having a parti cular need l evel that was

weighted the largest. For example , all individuals who weighted self

growth greater than or equal to any other need leve l were placed in one

subgroup . An analys i s of var iance was run on eac h of these subgroups and

the number of statisti cally significant interactions for each subgroup

was less than the overall group. Again the main effects for each sub-

group were statisti cally significant and accounted for almost all of the

explainable variance.

Table X presents the results of these analyses of vari ance. Listed

are the number of statisti cally signifi cant interactions (26 is the maxi-

mum poss ib le for an analys i s) , and the percentage of the explainable

variance accounted for by the signifi cant interactions. Generally , as

the number of cases in an analysis was decreased, the number of statis-

tically signifi cant interactions was also reduced. This is reasonable

since the number of sign i ficant interactions is dependent upon the number

of degrees of freedom which in turn is dependent upon the number of cases.

The fact that the interactions contributed very little to the explain-

able variance implies that the NCOs did not look for patterns of the cues.

Instead , they eval uated the effect of each cue independently of the

effects of other cues in the same hypothetical job description . The sub—

jects made their decisions in a linear fashion .

The second question to be addressed in this area is (6): How con-

sistent are NCOs in their decision making? The R2 associated wi th each

individual regression can be interpreted as the degree of consistency

wi th which an individual has made his decisions . Since the interactions
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TABLE X

Analysis of Variance for Linear Use of Information

% of Explainable
Var iance Accounted

Number of Number of Signifi can t for by Signifi cant
Group Cases Interactions Interactions

_____________ ___________ 

p < .05 p < .001 p < .05 p < .001

Total 196 14 5 2 .7% 1.7%

SC ranked 1 86 9 2 2.0% .7%

AU ranked 1 54 8 3 2.8% 1.8%

ES ranked 1 22 0 0 0% 0%

AF ranked 1 14 2 0 5.0% 0%

SC ranked 1 28 4 1 2.8% 1.3%

of the need level were found to have very little predicti ve power , the R2

for the linear regression will be used as the indicato r of consistency .

Statistical ly, R2 is the fraction of the variance in the decisions that

can be explained by the regression equation. Therefore, R2 can be inter-

preted as the fraction of times a decision maker is consistent.

Tab le XI presents some statis tics for R2. The mean is .689 and the

median is .756. Sixty-two percent of the NCOs had an R2 greater than

the mean R2.

Cases where R2 was extremely low (R2 < .29) seemed to be due to

random responses by the participant, al though there was no proof that this

was the case. the number of suspected cases of random answering was

small (7 cases or 3% of the respondents), therefore the effect that these

cases would have Is small. Since there was no criterion for elimi nating

data and the amount of questionable data was relatively small, no cases

were removed.
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TABLE XI

Statistics for R2

Mean = .689 Standard Error = .011

Vari ance = .030 Kurtosis = 1.816

Minimum = .047 Maximum = 1.000

Standard Deviation = .172 Median = .756

Figure 3 is a histogram of the num ber of NCO ’s in a particular R2

range. Frot~i this figure it can be seen that 175 NCOs- or 75 percent have

an R2 in the range of .6 to .9. Only 14 percent of the NCOs have

an R2 less than .5. These numbers imply that most NCO ’s are quite

consistent to their individual decision making strategies .

Sumary
This chapter considered the questions that were posed in Chapter I.

The rela tive importance of each need leve l was di scusse d, the questions

of the process of Mas l ow ’s need hierarchy were addressed, and the deci-

sion making behavior of NCOs was examined .
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V. SUMMARY AND IMPLICATIONS

This chapter suninari zes the entire research effort and presents impli-

cations drawn from the results of the analysis.

S uninary

The purpose of this study was to address some questions suggested by

Maslow ’s hierarchy and to provide some insight into the decision making

behavior of NCO5. To accomplish this , 234 NCOs at the Senior Noncomis-

sioned Officer Academy voluntarily participated in a decision making

exercise. The data obtai ned from these exercises was analyzed using

regression analysis and analysis of variance .

The decision making exercise was a policy capturing instrument com-

posed of 32 hypothetical jobs. The jobs -were descri bed using a modified

set of Maslow ’s hierarchy of needs. The modified set of nt~eds were :

security, affiliation , es teem, autonomy, and self growth. Each need

cri terion was stated to be either present or not present In each job

descri cion . The decision making exercise was a full factorial design.

~Jative weights on each need were calculated for each subject from

the rt~ -ession analyses. The relative weights can be interpreted as the

amount of importance that a person places upon a particular need. The

sum of the five relative weights for an individual is equal to one.

Analysis of variance was the other statistical technique used to analyze

the data. This analysis enabled the researcher to determine if there

were any Interac tions of the cr iter ia or need levels.

Mas l ow ’s hierarchy of human needs is governed by a satisfaction-

Importance relationship. The theory predicts that as a need becomes
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satisfied , the importance of this need to an individual recedes and the

importance of the next higher need level emerges. Most people are con-

sidered to operate primarily at a particular need level and their beha-

vior is considered to be largely infl uenced by this need. Al though one

need l evel may be predominant in an individual , all the needs are

expected to affect the behavior of a person .

It is expected that Maslow ’s hierarchy of human needs would have an

effect on an individual ’s evaluation of the desirability of a job. All

need levels are expected to have some effect on the evaluation of the

desirability of a job . A person that is at a particular need level

should evaluate the desirability of a job higher if that need can be sa~is-

fied in the job than if that need cannot be satisfi ed in the job. It is

also expected that if a person is operating at a particular need level ,

nonadjacent need levels would have little influence on that person ’s

eval uati on of the desirability of a j ob. Another expectation is that if

at least moderate relative weights are placed on adjacent need l evels

then, there should be interactions between these levels.

The first finding of this study was that most NCOs did place a nil

relative weight (less than .05) on at leas t one need level . That is , most

subjects had one need level that had little , If any, infl uence upon their

evaluation of the desirability of a job. The second finding of the study

was that self growth and autonomy were perceived as the most important

needs in a job. Esteem and security were the second most important needs

and affiliation was found to be the least Important In a job. The third

finding of the study was that, of the NCOs that were at a particular need

level , 39 percent were substantially influence in their evaluation of the
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desi rability of a job by a nonadjacent need. The thfluence of the nonadja-

cent need was greater than the infl uence of the adjoining need. The

fourth finding of the study was that there were no substantial interac-

tions between adjoining need levels upon which at least moderate rela-

tive weights were placed . When moderate relative weights were associated

with adjoining need l evels , the desire to satisfy one of these needs was

apparently independent of whether or not the other need was satisfi ed.

The fifth and sixth findings of the study were about the decision making

behavior of NCOs . The NCO5 were found to make their decisions linearly.

There were some statistically significant interactions between the cri-

teria but the contribution of these interactions to the explainable vari-

ance was not substantial . The final finding was that NCOs were

consistent in 69 percent of their decisions .

Impl i cations of the Findings

The first finding is that most subjects had a nil relative weight

on at leas t one need leve l . This resul t impli es at leas t one of Mas l ow ’s

needs had little or no infleunce on the subj ect ’ s evaluation of the

desirability of a job. This is contrary to the behavior predicted by the

Theory.

The second finding invo lved the overall order of Importance p laced

on the needs . Self growth was ranked first , autonomy second, then equally

esteem and security , and affiliation last. There are two implications

from this result. First, the fact that self growth and autonomy are the

most Improtant needs impl i es that this group of NCO5 are lacking the

opportunity to satisfy their autonomy and self growth needs in their jobs.
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Jobs available to these NCOs are often very structured and sometimes

offer little opportunity for creativity . The findings sugges t that NCOs

want to be able to use their full potential in their work .

Another implication of the second finding is that esteem and securi ty

are of secondary importance to these NCOs. The limi ted importance of

esteem is not too surprising. Most of the participants in the exercise

were Senior Master Sergeants and this military rank has status wi thin the

military . It seems reasonable that the esteem needs have been somewhat

satisfied but are not fully satisfied . The s tructured work of most NCO5

probably , but not enti rely, satisfies their securi ty needs .

The third finding was that 39 pe - ~ent of the subj ects operating at a

particular need l evel placed at least a moderate relative weight upon a

nonadjacent need level . The relati ve weigh t placed upon this nonadjacent

need substantially exceeded that placed upon an intervening adjacent need

in these instances . This implies that Maslow ’s hierarchy does not func-

tion as Maslow hypothesi zed. The theory predi cts that a nonadjacent need

level would be expected to have a substantially smaller relati ve weight

than an adjacent need. This finding suggests that Maslow ’s hierarchy is

not a hierarchy at all.

The fourth finding was that there were no substantial interactions

between adjacent need l evels upon wh ich at l east moderate relati ve weights

were placed . This implies that the needs of Maslow ’s hierarchy are rela—

tively independent from one another. The desire to satisfy a particular

need appears to be separate from the satisfaction of other needs . Again

this outcome is not what Is predicted by Maslow ’s theory.
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The fifth and sixth findings involved the decision making behavior

of NCOs . The NCOs were found to make decisions largely in a linear

fashion. The Implication of this finding is that NCO5 used the info rma-

tion linearly to make their decisions. The subjects did not perceive pat-

terns. Instead they evaluated the effect of each criterion i ndependently.

This finding was expected because most of the literature reviewed by the

researcher indicated that most decisions were arri ved at by using the

information linearly.

The sixth finding was that NCOs are consistent in their decision

making . Consistent decisions imply that a person is predictable. Pre-

dictability is very important for a manager because both his subordinates

and his superiors find it easier to interact with him if he is predictable.

The ability to interact wi th people Is an asset to a manager , and the con-

sistency of NCO decisions implies that they have this asset.
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10/28/~
7 FILE — NO N A1 E  — C R E A T E D  10/28/77

09 EXDER1E~ CE AT ‘JNIT LEVEL

RE LA T IV E AD JJ ST ED (JM
A9 S oL uT: F?F’~7 FRE’~ FRED

CAT r,00.Y LA 9EL (“OF FREQ (°CT) ‘CT) (~ CT)

LESS T M4~~ 1. Y E A R  1. 21. 9.0 3 .0  9 .0

1 Y EA R 2. 38 ir .2 13.3 25.3

2 YEAR S 3. 26 11.1. 11.2 36.5

3 YE ARS ~~ . 17 7~~3 - 7 .3 L3.8

4 YEAR ! 13 ~.8 5 .5

5 YE A R S ~~. i2 5.1 5.2 54 .5

S V EA P S 7 . iS 5.’~ 5.1k 6 0 .9

7 Y EA PS 8. 10 ‘i.3 i’.3 65 .2

8 Y EA R c 9. 12 5.2 70. 1.

9 Y EA D S 1.0. 1 .4 .4  7 0 .3

10 Y EAR OR MORE 1.1. :8 29.1 29 .2 100.0

0 1 .4 MISSING 100. 0

TOTAL 23’. 1.03.0 i3C .0

VALID C~ SES 233 MISSING CASE! 1
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FILE — ‘ iONA ~~~E — C R E A TE D  t C / ~~~8/ 7~~

010 MOST ~VJ~ -t 9ER o~ PE0~~ LE EVER S~~l P E - ~~’1ISF

REL~~
. T I Vt -  A 1JJSTEn

A 9SOLUT- ~~~~~~~ FRED
CA T E~ DDY LA9E L ~R FD (‘CT) (‘CT) (‘CT)

LESS ~~~~ -‘~‘1 10 1. 37 i5.~ 15.3 15.8

10 TO 2) 2. j 7~~5 17.5 33.3

20 10 3~ 3. 29 j~~ .Li. 12.4

30 T O 43 ‘~~. 13 ~.1 3.1 ,3.8

40 TO ~‘-3 ~~. 24. iL.3 1’~ .3 64 .1

50 T O 6) F- . 3 1.3 1.3 6,.~

60 TO 7 .i ( • 1.3 D .~ + ~~~.4 7i.8

70 0 80 8. 1.0 4.3 (.1

80 TO q~ 9. 6 2.6 2 .o  73 .6

90 T V )  103 I C .  10 4.3 4.3 82.9

100 OR ‘lORE ii. ~- 0 17 .1. 1.7.1 1 .0 3 .0

T O A L 234 100 .0 I O C . 0

VALID ~A S ES 23~ MtSsrur, CASE!
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i0/28f” rILE — NO NA ” ~ E — C RE A TE D  1 / ’ 8/~~~7

Di i NcJW3EO ~~

REL A TI V E A D J JST ED ~UM
A~ S0LUTE ~‘E’~ FRED

CATEGORY LA9EL ~“OE F’~EQ (‘CT ) ( ‘CT) (
~~C T )

1 1. 88 3’.6 37,5 37.6

2 2. ~1. 35.9 35.9 76.5

3 3. 36 15.4 15.4 91.9

1. - 4. 12 5.1. - 5.1. 97.0

5 5. , 2.1 2.1 99.1

7 7. 2 .9 .9 100.0

T O T A L  234 100.C 1 .30 .0

VALID CASES 23” M155 NG CASES 3

)
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10/28/77 ~!LE — NONA”F: - C R EA T E D  1C /2 8/ 7 7

01.2 AGE

°ELAT IVE A IJJSTED C~iM
A~~SOLUT T F’ED ~REQ ~RFOCAT EG0~~ LAB EL Cl or FRE D (DCI) (PCfl ( ‘ C T)

35 DR LESS 1. 30 12.3 12.9 12.9

36 2. 20 5.5 - 
9 . 6  21.5

37 ~~. 23 9.8 9.9 31.3

38 4.  16 o .8  ,.9  3 3 . 2

39 5. 38 16.2 t~~.3 54.5

40 5. 3L~ 14 .5 14 .5 59.1

~41 ‘. 32 13. 7 13.7 82.8

42 5. it 5.8 ~.9 89.7

43 9 . 11 ‘..7 + •7

44 3 1.3 1. 3  95 .7

45 1.1. 3 1.3 1.3 97 .0

146  12. ‘. 1.7 1.7 95.7

‘+7 t~~. 2 .9 .9 91.6

‘+8 V) R OL DER 14 . 1 .4 .4  100.0

0 1 .4 ‘ItSSING 100.0

TO ?AL 234 103.3 100 3

VALI D CASES 233 MISSING CASES I
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APPEN DIX B

NCO Decision Making Exercise
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APPENDIX B

The following is the Senior NCO Decision Making Exercise that was

used to gather the data for this study. Only one of the 32 hypothetical

jobs is included in this appendix.

(
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USAF SCM 77— 124
Expires 31 December 1977

SENIOR NCO DECISION—MAKING EXERCISE

(Air Force Institute of Technology Research Study)

This study is designed to investi gate your decision-making

behavior. Please respond frankly to the inquiries that are made of

you. You will not be identi fied with the data in the final report

and your partici pation in the study will be kept confidential. Your

cooperation is urged in order that we may learn more about the

decision-making behavior of the senior leaders of the Air Force ’s

en1~~ted ranks.

The study is divided into three sections . Section 1 involves

general information, Section II i nvolves a short questionnaire , and

Section III invol ves a decision—making exercise. The data gathered

will be used to formulate statistical models that allow the

researcher to test hypotheses about leadership decision-making

behavior. The results will be suninarized in a Masters thesis to be

written by an Air Force officer studying at the Air Force Institute

of Technology.

Thank you for your participation .

-5
’
)
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PRIVACY STATEMENT

In accordance with paragraph 30, AFR 12-35 , the following informa-
tion Is provided as required by the Pri vacy Act of 1974:

a. Authority

(1) 5 U.S.C. 301, D~partmental Regulations: and/or

(2) 10 U.S.C. 80-12, Secretary of the Air Force, Powers and
Duties, Delegation b~,. 

-

b. Principal purposes . The survey is being conducted to collect
Information to be used in research aimed at illuminating and providing
inputs to the soluti on of prob lems of interest to the Air Force and/or
DOD.

c. Routine Uses. The survey data will be converted to informati on
for use in research of management related problems . Resul ts of the
research based on the data provided , will be included in wri tten Master’s
thesis and may also be included in published articles , reports , or
texts. Distributi on of the results of the research , based on the sur-
vey data, whether in wri tten form or orally presented, will be unlimi ted.

d. Participation in this survey is entirely voluntary.

e. No adverse action of any kind may be taken against any individ-
ual who elects to participate in any or all of this survey .
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SECTION I

General Information

Please circle the response that is the most appropriate .

1. What command are you presently assigned to? (permanent assignment)

A. Alaskan Air Command N. AF Data Automation Agency
B. U.S. Air Force Academy 0. Headquarters Command
C. Aerospace Defense Command P. Military Ai rlift Command
D. U.S. Air Forces in Europe Q. Paci fi c Air  Forces
E. AF Accounting & Finance Center R. Strategi c Air Comand
F. AF Logistics Comand S. Tacti cal Air Comand
G. AF Systems Command U. AF Military Personne l Center
H. Air Reserve Personnel Center V. AF Inspection & Safety Center
I. Air Training Command W. Air Force Audi t Agency
J. Air University X. AF Office of Special
K. U.S. Air Forces Southern Cmd Investigations
L. HQ Air Force Reserve V. Other____________________
M. HQ USAF -

2. How long have you been in the military?

A. Less than 10 years L. 20 years but less than 21
B. 10 years but less than 11 M. 21 years but less than 22
C. 11 years but less than 12 N. 22 years but less than 23
0. 12 years but less than 13 0. 23 years but less than 24
E. 13 years but less than 14 P. 24 years but less than 25
F. 14 years but less than 15 Q. 25 years but less than 26
G. 15 years but less than 16 R. 26 years but less than 27
H. 16 years but less than 17 S. 27 years but less than 28
I. 17 years but less than 18 1. 28 years but less than 29
J. 18 years but less than 19 U. 29 years but less than 30
K. 19 years but less than 20 V. 30 years or more

3. What Is your present grade? -

A. E-9

B. E-8 -

C. E-7

0. Other _____________(Specify)
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4. How long have you been In your present grade?

A. Less than 1 year G. 6 years but less than 7
8. 1 year but less than 2 H. 7 years but less than 8
C. 2 years but less than 3 I. 8 years but less than 9
0. 3 years but less than 4 J. 9 years but less than 10
E. 4 years but less than 5 K. 10 years or more
F.  5 years but less than 6 

-

5. What is your highest level of education? (incl ude GED)

A. Grammar school (did not graduate)
B. Grammar school graduate
C. High school (did not graduate)
0. High school graduate
E. Trade or technical school
F. College (did not graduate)
G. College degree
H. Graduate work (no mas ter ’s degree)
I. Master ’s degree
J. Postgraduate work beyond master ’s degree (no doctorate)

- K. Doctorate degree

6. How much previous Professional Militar y Education have you
completed?

A. None
B. I’ICO Leadership School
C. NCO Academy
D. Other (Speci fy)

_______________

7. What unit level are you presently assigned to?

A.  Detachment F. Air Divis ion
B. Squadron G. Numbered Air Force
C. Base H. Major Command
0. Group I. Headquarters USAF
E. Wi ng J. Other (Speci fy)

_______________

8. How much total experience do you have at the unit level that you
are presently assigned to?

A. Less than 1 year C. 6 years but less than 7
B. 1 year but less than 2 H. 7 years but less than 8
C. 2 years but less than 3 I. 8 years but less than 9
D. 3 years but less than 4 J. 9 years but less than 10
E. 4 years but less than 5 K. 10 years or more
F. 5 years but less than 6
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9. What is the largest number of people that you have ever had under
your supervision?

A. Less than 10 G. 60 but less than 70
B. 10 but less than 20 H. 70 but less than 80
C. 20 but less than 30 I. 80 but less than 90
D. 30 but less than 40 J. 90 but less than 100
E. 40 but less than 50 K. 100 or more
F. 50 but less than 60 

.

10. How many di fferent AFSC’s have you had? (Neglect upgrades &
Suffixes)

A.  1 F. 6
I, •~ a’
0. ~~

C. 3 I~~. 8 -

0. 4 I. 9

E. 5 3. lO or more

11. How old are you?

A. 35 or less L. 46
B. 36 M. 47

C. 37 N. 48

0. 38 0. 49
E. 39 P. 50
F. 40 Q. 51
G. 41 R. 52
H. 42 S. 53

I. 43 1. 54 -

J. 44 - 
U. 55

K. 45 V .  56 or older

)
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SECTION II

Questions

The questions presented In this section allow you to indicate

the extent to which you feel certain factors presently exist in your

current (or most recent if you are between stations ) job . These

questions al so allow you to indi cate the extent to which you feel

these same factors should exist. Please indicate how you feel about

these factors . Naturally , there are no “correct” or “incorrect”

answers. Answer the questions in order. Do not change your answer

once you have made your select ion.
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THE OPPORTUNITY TO CONTINUE YOUR PERSONAL GROWTH AND DEVELOPMENT.

12. How much of this factor is there now in your worklife?

1 2 3 4 . 5  6 7 -

none some ‘ a lot

13. How much of this factor do you think should be -in your worklife?

1 2 3 4 5 6 7
none some a lot

14. How important is it to you to have this factor present in your
work life?

1 2 3 4 5 6 7
none some - a lot

THE OPPORTUNITY TO MEET REGULARLY WITH YOUR FELLOW WORKERS TO EXCHANGE
THOUGHTS AND IDEAS.

15. How much of thi s factor i s there now i n your work life?

1 2 3 4 5 6 7
none some a lot

16. How much of this factor do you think should be in your worklife?

1 2 3 4 5 6 7
none some a lot

17. How Important Is It  to you to have this factor present -in your
workl I fe?

1 2 3 4 5 6 7
none some a lot

)
~
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THE OPPORTUNITY TO PARTICIPAT E IN DETERMINING THE METHODS AND PROCEDURES
THAT ARE USED IN THE WORK.

18. How much of this factor is there now in your worklife ?

1 2 3 4 5 6 7
none some a lot

19. How much of this factor do you think should be in your workl i fe?

1 2 3 4 5 6 7
none some a lot

20. How important is it to you to have this factor present in your
workl i fe?

1 2 3 4 5 6 7
none some a lot

A FEELING OF SECURITY BASED ON YOUR FAMILIARITY WITH THE DETAILS OF
YOUR JOB.

21. How much of this factor is there now in your workilfe?

1 2 3 4 5 6 7
none some a lot

22. How much of this factor do you think should be in your worklife?

1 2 3 4 5 6 7
some a lot

23. How Important -Is it to you to have this factor present in your
work 11 fe?

1 2 3 4 5 6 7
none some a lot
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A FEELING OF ESTEEM BECAUSE OF HOW YOUR JOB IS REGARDED BY YOUR
FELLOW WORKERS.

24. How much of this facto r is there now in your work life ?

1 2 3 4 5 6 7
nOne some a lot

25. How much of this factor do you think should be in your worklife?

1 2 3 4 5 6 7
none some a lot

26. How important is it to you to have this factor present in your
workli fe?

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 -

none some a lot
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SECTION III

Decision-Making Exercise

This secti on consists of a decision-making exercise. During this

exercise, you should assume that you have been notified that you are

being transferred. A number of new jobs are available to you. Each

of these jobs offers the same general benefits such as salary ,

geographical loca tion , and so forth , and you should assume that these

jobs do not differ in these areas. The only real difference in these

jobs relate to the information that is presented to you in each

instance about five key factors. Using only this information , you

are asked to judge the desirability of each of these jobs from your

viewpoint. Remember , there are no “correct” or “incorrect” decisions ,

so work at a moderate pace as you make your decisions. Make your

dec is ions in the order i n whi ch the cases are presented . Do not

change your answer once you have made your selection.
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JOB #1

does not provide you the opportunity to continue your personal growth

and development.

does involve meeting regularly wi th your fellow workers to exchange

thoughts and ideas.

does not allow you to participate in determining the methods and

procedures that are used in the work .

does not give you a feeling of security based on your familiari ty

with its details.

does not give you a feeling of esteem because of how i t  is regarded

by your fellow workers . -

INDICATE HOW DESIRABLE YOU CONSIDER THIS JOB TO BE:

1 2 3 4 5 6 7
very indifferent very

undesirable desirable

7?
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APPENDIX C

FORTRAN Programs

(
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APPENDIX C

The following are the FORTRAN programs that were used in this study .

Program EXPAND expanded the raw data to include the predictor variables

for regress ion ana lys is and ana lys i s of var iance . A zero was used for a

cue not being present and a one was used for a cue being present.

Program COEFF was used to perform a regression analysis on the set

of decisions of each subject. The program did 234 regress ion analyses .

The results of each regression analysis was transferred into re1ati ve

weights and these were recorded on permanent file.
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P~OG°AM ~XPAN O ( t~4 PtJ1,OU1PUT, T~ DE~ ,T4 PE1)
DIM F~ISI0N IBUF (?6),IOEC (32)‘)tME”I~tON IVEC(32)DATA IVEC/5H01000 ,5H00000,5kiOOti,5401i0t,5HiOttt,5M10100,

1. 5 H O Qj 1 0,5 H 0 1 1 1 1 ,5~4 1 0 0 t 0, 5 ’ l 1I 01t , 5 HO0 0Ct , 5H i tt 0 0 ,5 HO0O 1 1 ,

2 5Matioo,5Hatoii,5H000t0,5~1i1i1i,~ 11~ 00&,5HOOi00 ,5H00ti1,3 5’.looio1,5Hti11o,5Hoii1a ,5~ ato01 ,5f U0tQt ,5HOt OtO ,5HiO0Oi,
~s 5Mtt101,5H t t00t , 5~4 i t 0O0 , 5’4t t0t0, 5~4t0t i0/

~EWIPJ fl I -

100 °~~~A D ( 2 , 10 )  ro,I9UF,TDEC
10 Fo~MftTU2,tiAt ,13Ii,32I1)tF (Ef l F(2 ) .NE .0)  0 TO 900

_ p 1=!~1+1 -

D’~ 2~ 0 1 1 , 32

IF(I~UF (I).E(~.0) I~UF (X)=0t~’(t ’)EC ( I ) . E Q . 0 )  I O E C ( t ) :0
W R t T E( t , 2 0) N , I B U F , IDEC(t )  , r V E C C I )

20 F O’ ? M A T( 13 ,I IA 1, t5 1 2,1 2,A 5)

2 0 0  O N T I N U E
30 TO 100 

-

‘300 STOP
ND

- 
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P~OG0AP C0!FF(INPUT,OUTPUT,TA’Ei,TA~E2)
3IP4~~P1SION IBUF(15),XP(5,32) ,Y (12) ,C3EF (5)

~EW I’1fl 1.
~EWI~-1fl 2

C X~~FA~ IS ST O 0EV OF X
XP~4C ’3QRT(8./3t.)

160 VS YS2 0.
DO 2C 0 J=1,3i.
~EAO ( I,1 ,~

) II~UF,Y (J ) ,(X D(t , i) ,t=t ,5)
10 FO~ M.~T (A3,jiAi,3A10 , F2.0,5Fj.3)

tF(E~W (i).~1E.O) 0 TO 900
Y5 =V 5 # Y ( J )  -

YS2 :Y~ 2+ Y CJ )  2
200 ONTTP4 UE

~ EA !U I , 1D) I9UF ,Y(32),(XP (I ,32),t=1,5)
DO 1S~Q 1= 2,12
IF(I~UF(I).~ Q.1J~4 )I9UF(I)=0I q u F ( t ) = S H I F T ( 1 3J F ( I )  ,—5 ’4.)

150 ~ONTPIIJ E
YS =YS #Y (32)
YS2~ Y S2 + Y ( 3 2 )~~’2N= N + I

C C AL C U LA T F  MEAN,STD. 0EV . OF ~‘ITEP~ION (DECISION)
YM FA P I YS/32.  C
SSY=YS2—(YS~~~~2) /32

SI G V= ~~OR T CSSY/31)
C CALCIJ1~~TE STAN0A ~~ DI7E0 COEFFICIENTS

30 3C 0 1=1,5

300 O~~F(!):0. -

30 ‘00 J=1,32
0’) (.C0 1=1,5

C O E F ( I ) :C O E F ( I ) , ( ( X P ( I , J ) ~~ . 5 ) / X P F A C ) - - ( ( Y ( J ) ~~ Y ME A P1 ) / S I G Y )
1100 ONTIWU E

SS~~z 0 . G
30 5 00 ~~t~ 5

C0 EF( I ) = ( ( 1/ 3t . ) ~~ CO Fr ( I) )~~~~ 2
500 5SD :qS~ 4CO EF(I)

30 6~ C 1=1,5
~O O :o~r(I)=CoEF(I)/5S~C OUTPUT LAS T ~ECO -~D IN SET , AN ~ ADD CO EFF . AND RSQ

W~ TT r ( 2 ,30 )  Iq UF,COEF ,SS~30 Ffl~ Pl~~~(A 3 , 1 t I2 ,34t 0 ,6F6.~~)

~0 TO 100
9 O C 0~IPlTl’ ,”NO. OF R~ S~ ONDEPlTS~~ ,N( - STOP

EN D
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